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1. Motivation

Face recognition in unconstraint environments is an ac-
tive research area on forensics. The challenge is to deal with
real world environments in order to achieve a high recogni-
tion rate under difficult conditions such as changes in ambi-
ent lightning, pose, expressions, occlusion, face size, blurri-
ness, among others. In this research, we address one of the
biggest problems: face recognition in blurred images.

There are many approaches in this field reported in the
literature. On the one hand, there are inverse methods
based on deblurring, where image restoration is performed.
Among these algorithms we can find blind deconvolution
[5], non-blind deconvolution [14], regularization methods
on total variation [8], and Tikhonov regularization [10]. On
the other hand, there are direct methods that are based on
features of the image that are invariant to blurriness, such
as features extracted in spatial and frequency domains (see
for example [3]). In addition, algorithms based on Sparse
Representation Classification (SRC) have been widely used
[12]. In [11] for example, registration and illumination are
simultaneously considered in the sparse representation. In
[2], the dictionary is assembled by the class centroids and
sample-to-centroid difference. In [9], a sparse discrimi-
native analysis is proposed using the l1,2-norm. In [13],
a sparse representation in two phases is proposed. In [1],
sparse representations of patches distributed in a grid man-
ner are used. In [7], patches that do not give information
(e.g., occluded parts) are not considered in the recognition.
Even though a wide variety of algorithms have been devel-
oped, face recognition in blurred images remains an open
question (see for example [4]), mainly because of the dif-
ficulty to model the unknown blurriness of the images. In
this work, we would like to make a contribution in this field
by modeling the blurriness using a blur adaptive sparse rep-
resentation.

2. Proposed method
We propose an algorithm based on ASR+, i.e., Adap-

tive Sparse Representation of Random Patches [7]. Origi-
nal ASR+ consists of two stages: learning and testing. In
the learning stage, for each subject of training dataset, sev-
eral random patches are extracted from its face images in
order to construct representative dictionaries. In the testing
stage, random test patches of the query image are extracted,
and for each test patch a dictionary is built concatenating
the ‘best’ representative dictionary of each subject. Using
this adapted dictionary, each test patch is classified follow-
ing the Sparse Representation Classification (SRC) method-
ology [12]. Finally, the query image is classified by patch
voting. Our proposed approach, that we call ‘blur ASR+’ or
bASR+, consists of adding new dictionaries in the training
stage that contains patches of the faces with different level
of blurriness, so when a query blurred image is tested, the
algorithm should recognize the face by selecting the dictio-
nary of same level of blurriness.

In the training stage of bASR+, we create B sets of im-
ages with different levels of blurriness b, for b = 0 . . . B−1.
Blurred training images are achieved by filtering the origi-
nal sharp face image with a Gaussian mask of σ = b/4 for
each blur level b. In this approach, b = 0 means the original
image. In our experiments, we used B = 15. For each im-
age of the training images, a sharpness value s is computed.
This value is estimated using the single value decomposi-
tion of the gradient image (see details in [15]). Thus, for
each blur level b we calculate a representative sharpness
value sb as the median of all sharpness values s of the train-
ing images that have a blur level b.

Following ASR+ methodology [7], for each image of the
gallery (including the B sets), m patches are randomly ex-
tracted with a center in location (x, y). With this informa-
tion a descriptor is built for each patch P:

y = f(P) = [ z ; αx ; αy ] ∈ Rd+2, (1)

where z is a vector that contains the grayvalues of the patch
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Figure 1: The image at the left is the first image of subject 1.
Then, from left to right, are the ascending level of blurriness
of the original photo. The top of each photo represents the
index of the photo in the new dataset.

(by stacking its columns) and α is a weighting factor be-
tween the description and location. We build Yib that con-
tains descriptors y of all patches of subject i at blur level b.
Afterwards, Yib, is clustered intoQ parent clusters and then
again into R child clusters in order to select a reduced num-
ber of samples. We obtain cibqr ∈ Rd+2, i.e., the centroid of
child cluster r of parent cluster q of subject i and blur level
b, for r = 1 . . . R and q = 1 . . . Q. All centroids of child
clusters of subject i and blur level b are stored in dictionary
Dib (see details in [7]).

Testing stage consists of identifying a subject from a
query image It. We obtain st, the sharpness value of It
following the same methodology explained above based on
[15]. We look for the most similar sharpness value in the
training images as:

bt = argmin
b
||st − sb|| (2)

Hence, dictionaries with this blurriness are selected, Dibt ,
for i = 1 . . . n. Afterwards, the algorithm ASR+ to recog-
nize the query face is used. Thus, S patches are extracted
from the query image and the Euclidean distance is mea-
sured between this patches and the parent clusters from each
subject from Dibt . We select those subjects that have a dis-
tance less than a threshold θ and for each patch an adaptive
dictionary is built from the best patches of those subjects
that were selected. SRC algorithm is executed using these
adaptive dictionaries and the identity of the subject of the
query image is chosen by majority vote from the classes se-
lected of each patch.

3. Experiments
For these experiments we generated an extended version

of AR dataset [6] by adding five new photos per subject with
different levels of blurriness (see Figure 1). A blurred im-
age was obtained in three steps: i) the first original (sharp)
face image of an AR subject was displayed on a computer
monitor, ii) a digital single-lens reflex camera (SLR) was
set out-of-focus, iii) a picture of the monitor was captured
by the camera. Thus, we have real out-of-focus face images
of all subjects of AR database. Nevertheless, it is an out-
of-focus image of a 2D object (a blurred picture of a face

Figure 2: Each set of three images contain in the left the 3D
picture (I3D), in the center the 2D registered picture (Ir2D)
and the right picture correspond to the average of both im-
ages. The percentage of error of this technique is a 3.33%
for the top-left set, 4.19% for the bottom-left set, 2.64% for
the top-right set and 3.28% for the bottom-right set.

image displayed on a monitor) instead of a 3D object (a
blurred picture of a real face). We call these two kind of im-
ages I2D and I3D respectively. In real cases all images are
I3D, however, in our experiments the images were I2D. In
order to evaluate the similarity of these two kinds of images,
we conducted the following experiment: from two different
subjects (relatives of the authors) we took five I2D and I3D
images (see Fig. 2) and we measured the residual RMS af-
ter registration. The registered image computed from I2D
is called Ir2D. In this experiment, the error between I3D and
Ir2D was 2.64% ∼ 4.19% only.

Two types of experiments were performed to evaluate
the recognition rate (accuracy): 1) our approach (bASR+)
was compared with other state of the art algorithms and
2) bASR+ was compared with face recognition commercial
softwares. In our experiments, we randomly selected k sub-
jects. From each selected subject, n images were randomly
chosen for training and one for testing. The original image
(that was used to generate the blurred images of the subject)
was not considered in the training dataset. In order to obtain
a better confidence level in the estimation of face recogni-
tion accuracy, the test was repeated 100 times by randomly
selecting new k subjects and n + 1 images each time. The
reported accuracy in all of our experiments is the average
calculated over the 100 tests.

First, the experiments were performed with three differ-
ent number of subjects (k) and training images (n) as shown
in Tables 1, 2, and 3.

Second, we tested commercial softwares Picasa c©,
iPhoto c© for OSx 10.9.5 (Mavericks) and Photo c© for OSx
10.10.5 (Yosemite). 100 subjects were tested with 13 im-
ages per subject for the training stage and 1 image for test-
ing1.

As shown in our results, bASR+ outperforms each

1In more than 50% of the images no face was detected by the software.
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method when a blurred image is tested. It is clear that our
algorithm can deal with overly blurred achievieng an aver-
age of 85.6% of recognition.

4. Conclusions
We showed that our approach bASR+ is able to work

in uncontrolled conditions, specially in images with high
levels of out-of-focus blurriness. The robustness of our al-
gorithm is due to the dictionaries learned for each subject
of the gallery in the learning stage corresponded to a rich
collection of blurred representations of relevant parts.

As no blur robust algorithms were found on the web,
we used commercial softwares for our second experiment.
These softwares achieved low recognition rates when test-
ing with blurred images, even though they are expected to
work on uncontrolled conditions. In terms of future work,
we would like to extend this investigation to other types of
blurriness, such as ambient interference and motion.
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